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Carey Drangula <cdrangula@xo-energy.com> Thu, Jun 29, 2017 at 9:18 AM
To: "ott@pjm.com" <ott@pjm.com>, "schneider@pjm.com" <schneider@pjm.com>
Cc: "Daugherty, Suzanne" <suzanne.daugherty@pjm.com>, Shawn Sheehan <ssheehan@xo-energy.com>

Good morning, Andy,

Thank you for your response to XO Energy's letter.  

Please also see the email below that we shared with Suzanne.  We  want to be sure that you have a complete picture as
we spoke to a number of legislative staffers who provided similar feedback. 

Thank you and kind regards,
Carey

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Carey Drangula <cdrangula@xo-energy.com> 
Date: Wed, Jun 28, 2017 at 5:07 PM 
Subject: XO Energy's Discussions regarding the Proposed Virtual Transactions Tax 
To: Daugherty, Suzanne <suzanne.daugherty@pjm.com> 

Good afternoon, Suzanne,

I understand that you have tried to reach out to Shawn Sheehan to discuss XO Energy's recent letter to the PJM Board as
well as spoken to Ruta Skucas, who represents the Financial Marketers Coalition.  To be clear, following our conference
call with you, XO Energy proactively arranged meetings with members of the Pennsylvania state legislature to discuss the
potential virtual transaction tax.  Although Ruta attended these meeting with me, XO Energy has not authorized Pierce
Atwood to speak on our behalf regarding this matter.    

That said, please be advised that XO Energy continues to stand behind the substance of its letter.  During our June 14
conference call, you indicated that PJM did not support the virtual transaction tax, however, during our meetings with the
offices of several state legislators, staff members indicated that they had received "support" from PJM and that XO Energy
should be mindful that "PJM speaks out of both sides of its mouth."  Understandably, we were - and continue to be -
perplexed.     

At this point, our larger concern is the complete lack of transparency regarding the proposed virtual transaction tax.  It
appears that PJM has been engaging in discussions with members of the Pennsylvania state legislature for months,
however, to our knowledge, PJM has never formally notified its market participants about the proposed tax or the ISO's role
in the process, which news agencies have picked up on (http://www.pennlive.com/news/
2017/06/what_you_need_to_know_or_might.html?ath=9784d70fd6be8c57efcf459c957b2ea1#cmpid=nsltr_strybutton;
http://billlawrenceonline.com/spending-cuts-missing/).  

Ultimately, if the virtual transaction tax is approved (whether part of any forthcoming legislation or tax code revision), PJM's
failure to inform market participants will have the effect of eliminating the only competitive market sector without an
opportunity to be heard.   

We welcome your feedback and would appreciate that you share this communication with the PJM Board.

Regards,
Carey

--  

Carey Drangula
 General Counsel  
XO Energy
(340) 201-4878
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